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Edifier professional speakers
The R1280DBs features a classic yet stylish design that will catch your attention. Along with all the modern features, the wooden finish
makes it look elegant yet professional. The enhanced specifications meet the highest standards of quality and performance. Qualcomm
Bluetooth technology ensures a stable, wireless connection. While the total RMS power of 42W eliminates any distortion. The included
components greatly improve your comfort during use, saving you a lot of time.
 
Lots of options
Edifier speakers easily play any type of music, emphasizing low and high tones. They are equipped with all new features and universal
inputs,  ensuring wide compatibility.  For  example,  optical,  coaxial  and dual  RCA inputs  are all  possible  at  one time.  Bluetooth wireless
connectivity with Qualcomm technology also allows the equipment to be paired with most available models on the market.
 
Music expert
Edifier Bluetooth speakers can automatically detect an additional external subwoofer to activate the digital crossover. Different types of
ports  offer  transmission free of  any loss.  The front-mounted bass  reflex  port  guarantees the extraction of  crisp,  deep bass.  High RMS
power minimizes annoying noises and effectively reduces noise, so you can enjoy hours of entertainment without any distractions.
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Simplified operation
The knobs on the side panel are responsible for setting the equalizer to your preference. The controls are located on the active/powered
speaker. The included handy wireless remote makes it easy to adjust the most important functions of your Bluetooth-connected device.
With just a flick of your wrist, you can turn on the power, change the playback order or select the audio source. You don't even have to
get up from your comfortable chair!
 
Classic finish
The  sturdy,  wooden  MDF  cabinet  reduces  acoustic  resonance,  making  it  possible  to  place  the  speakers  anywhere  and  relax  with
atmospheric tunes in various rooms in your home. The stylish workmanship is sure to impress, and the whole thing will work as a great
addition to a tastefully decorated interior.
 
Kit contents:
Passive speaker
Active speaker
Remote control
Speaker connecting cable
RCA-RCA audio cable
3.5 mm RCA audio cable
Fiber optic audio cable
Manual
	Producent
	Edifier
	Model
	R1280DBs
	Total power output
	2x21W RMS
	Driver Unit
	Φ13mm tweeter unit + 4-inch mid-woofer
	Signal-to-noise ratio
	≥85dBA
	Frequency response
	51Hz - 20kHz
	Input sensitivity
	LINE IN1 R/L:500±50mV / LINE IN2 R/L:600±50mV / Optical / Coaxial R/L:350±50mFFS / Bluetooth R/L:700±50mFFS
	Input
	LINE IN 1, LINE IN 2, Optical, Coaxial, Bluetooth
	Audio codecs
	audio SBC

Preço:

€ 149.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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